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A large number of tax-related information has been accumulated by China
Taxation Administration Information System (CTAIS) and has become the
important data assets for tax department. Economic and tax trends and
taxpayers’ tax-related behavior can be obtained by analysis of tax-related data,
therefore, the management of the sources of revenue can be enhanced, the
balance of tax burden can be promoted, the trend of tax can be predicted , and
then the quality and efficiency of tax collection and management work can be
improved. The aim of the Value-added Tax Management and Risk Warning
System (VATMRWS) descript in this thesis is to provide such service.
The main function of the VATMRWS is to obtain the status of day-today
management case of taxpayers, the value-added tax revenue and its change, the
tax service of tax authorities, tax laws and trends of taxpayers, the correlation
between pay taxes and levy taxes and its strength and management risk by
online analysis the tax-related data, and to provide query and risk warning
functions for tax officials. VATMRWS is a data analysis and use platform, it
abstracts and processes the tax-related data from CTAIS, stores the data on local
database, and then provide query, statistics, monitor, analysis, and risk warning
functions for tax officials via visual iterfaces.
The main works and results of this dissertation include: firstly, the current state of
VATMRWS has been surveyed, the questions and the aim of system
development has been proposed; secondly, system analysis has been done, the
specifications of feasibility study, business analysis, function requirement
analysis, and non- function requirement analysis have been completed; thirdly,
the system architecture, module design, and database design works have been
completed, J2EE and ExtJS were adopted to architecture the system, and the













system has been implemented use Eclipse, Tomcate, and Oracle; fifth, system
has been deployed, and the application effect of VATMRWS has been analysis
and summary.
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